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Abstract
This paper presents mathematical foundations for the design of
a memory controller subcomponent that helps to bridge the processor/memory performance gap for applications with strided access patterns. The Parallel Vector Access (PVA) unit exploits the
regularity of vectors or streams to access them efficiently in parallel on a multi-bank SDRAM memory system. The PVA unit performs scatter/gather operations so that only the elements accessed
by the application are transmitted across the system bus. Vector
operations are broadcast in parallel to all memory banks, each of
which implements an efficient algorithm to determine which vector
elements it holds. Earlier performance evaluations have demonstrated that our PVA implementation loads elements up to 32.8
times faster than a conventional memory system and 3.3 times
faster than a pipelined vector unit, without hurting the performance of normal cache-line fills. Here we present the underlying
PVA algorithms for both word interleaved and cache-line interleaved memory systems.

1.

Introduction

Processor speeds are increasing much faster than memory speeds,
and thus memory latency and bandwidth limitations prevent many
applications from making effective use of the tremendous computing power of modern microprocessors. The traditional approach to
addressing this mismatch has been to structure memory hierarchically by adding several levels of cache between the processor and
the DRAM store. Caches reduce average load/store latency by exploiting spatial and temporal locality, but they may not improve
the performance of irregular applications that lack this locality. In
fact, the cache hierarchy may exacerbate the problem by loading
and storing entire data cache lines, of which the application uses
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only a small portion. Moreover, caches do not solve the bandwidth mismatch on the cache-fill path. In cases where system-bus
bandwidth is the limiting bottleneck, better memory system performance depends on utilizing this resource more efficiently.
Fortunately, several classes of applications that suffer from poor
cache locality have predictable access patterns [1, 9, 2]. For instance, many data structures used in scientific and multimedia computations are accessed in a regular pattern that can be described by
the base address, stride, and length. We refer to data accessed in
this way as vectors. The work described here is predicated on our
belief that memory system performance can be improved by explicitly informing the memory system about these vector accesses.
This paper presents algorithms to efficiently load and store basestride vectors by operating multiple memory banks in parallel. We
refer to the architectural mechanisms used for this purpose as Parallel Vector Access, or PVA, mechanisms. Our PVA algorithms
have been incorporated into the design of a hardware PVA unit
that functions as a subcomponent of an intelligent memory controller [3]. For unstructured accesses, this PVA mechanism performs normal cache-line fills efficiently, and for non-unit stride
vectors, it performs parallel scatter/gather operations much like
those of a vector supercomputer.
We have implemented a Verilog model of the unit, and have
validated the PVA’s design via gate-level synthesis and emulation on an IKOS FPGA emulation system. These low-level experiments provided timing and complexity estimates for an ASIC
incorporating a PVA. We then used the Verilog functional model
to analyze PVA performance for a suite of benchmark kernels for
which we varied the number and type of streams, relative alignment, and stride, and we compared this performance to that of
three other memory system models. For these kernels, the PVAbased SDRAM memory system fills normal (unit-stride) cache
lines as fast as and up to 8% faster than a conventional, cacheline interleaved memory system optimized for line fills. For larger
strides, our PVA loads elements up to 32.8 times faster than the
conventional memory system and up to 3.3 times faster than a
pipelined, centralized memory access unit that can gather sparse
vector data by issuing (up to) one SDRAM access per cycle. At
the cost of a modest increase in hardware complexity, our PVA
calculates DRAM addresses for gather operations from two to five
times faster than another recently published design with similar

2.

Memory System Characteristics

This section describes the basic organization and component
composition of the main memory system containing the PVA. Figure 1 illustrates the high-level organization. The processor issues
memory requests via the system bus, where they are seen by the
Vector Command Unit (VCU). The VCU is responsible for loading the data requested by the processor from the bank(s) where it is
stored, and returning it to the processor. The memory system that
our work targets returns requested base-stride data as cache lines
that can be stored in the processor’s normal cache hierarchy [3].
However, our PVA unit is equally applicable to systems that store
the requested base-stride data in vector registers [5, 7] or stream
buffers [13]. For the sake of clarity, we refer to the chunks of
base-stride data manipulated by the memory controller as memory
vectors, while we refer to the base-stride data structures manipulated by the program as application vectors.
We first review the basic operation of dynamic memory devices, and then we then present the logical organization of the
memory system and describe the vector operations that our memory controller must perform.

2.1

Backend Basics

Since DRAM storage cell arrays are typically rectangular, a
data access sequence consists of a row access (indicated by a RAS,
or row address strobe, signal) followed by one or more column
accesses (indicated by a CAS, or column address strobe, signal).
During the RAS, the row address is presented to the DRAM. Data
in the storage cells of the decoded row are moved into a bank of
sense amplifiers (also called a page buffer) that serves as a row
cache. During the CAS, the column address is decoded and the
selected data are read from the sense amps. Once the sense amps
are precharged and the selected page (row) is loaded, the page
remains charged long enough for many columns to be accessed.
Before reading or writing data from a different row, the current
row must be written back to memory (i.e., the row is closed), and
the sense amps must again be precharged before the next row can
be loaded. The time required to close a row accounts for the difference between advertised DRAM access and cycle times.
The order in which a DRAM handles requests affects memory
performance at many levels. Within an SDRAM bank, consecutive
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In the next section, we present background information about
the organization and component properties of the high performance
memory system targeted by our PVA mechanism. The following
sections define our terminology and outline the operations performed by the PVA unit, then provide a detailed analysis of an
initial implementation of that functionality. We then refine the operation of the PVA mechanisms, and describe efficient hardware
designs for realizing them. We discuss issues of integrating the
PVA into a high performance uniprocessor system and survey related work. Finally, we discuss ongoing work within this project.
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goals [5]. Furthermore, exploiting this mechanism requires no
modifications to the processor, system bus, or on-chip memory hierarchy. Complete architectural details and experimental results
are reported elsewhere [12].
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Figure 1. Organization of SDRAM Memory System
accesses to the current row—called page hits or row hits—require
only a CAS, allowing data to be accessed at the maximum frequency. In systems with interleaved banks (either internal banks,
or multiple devices), accesses to different banks can be performed
in parallel, but successive accesses to the same bank must be serialized. In addition, the order of reads with respect to writes affects bus utilization: every time the memory controller switches
between reading and writing, a bus turnaround delay must be introduced to allow data traveling in the opposite direction to clear.
Memory system designers typically try to optimize performance
by choosing advantageous interleaving and row management policies for their intended workloads. Independent SDRAM banks can
be interleaved at almost any granularity, from one-word to onerow (typically 512-2048 bytes) wide, and the non-uniform costs of
DRAM accesses cause the choice of interleaving scheme to affect
the memory performance of programs with certain access patterns.
Similarly, consecutive accesses to the same row can be performed
more quickly than accesses to different rows, since the latter require the first row to be written back (closed) and the new row to
be read (opened). The choice of when to close a row (immediately after each access, only after a request to a new row arrives,
or perhaps some combination of these open and closed page policies) therefore impacts performance. Our analysis of the PVA system [12] examined a variety of interleaving schemes and row management policies, in addition to various implementation choices.

2.2

Memory System Operation

For simplicity, data paths are omitted from the organization
depicted in Figure 1. We assume that the processor has some
means of communicating information about application vectors
to the memory controller, and that the PVA unit merely receives
memory-vector requests from the VCU and returns results to it.
The details of the communication between the VCU and CPU over
the system bus are not relevant to the ideas discussed here. This
communication mechanism can take many forms, and some of the
possible options are discussed in our earlier reports [12, 19].
Processing a base-stride application vector involves gathering
strided words from memory for a read, and scattering the contents
of a dense memory vector to strided words in memory for a write.
For example, to fetch consecutive column elements from an array
stored in row-major order, the PVA would need to fetch every
words from memory, where is the width of the array.
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Figure 2. Cache-line fill timing

Figure 3. Strided memory vector access timing

SDRAM’s non-uniform delays make such scatter/gather operations significantly more expensive than they are for SRAM. Consider the eight-bank, cacheline-interleaved SDRAM memory system illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

ilar designs is the efficiency of our hardware algorithms for computing the subvector for which each bank is responsible.

Figure 2 illustrates the operations required to read a 16-word
cacheline when all of the internal banks are initially closed. First
the row address is sent to the SDRAM, after which a delay equivalent to the RAS latency must be observed (two cycles). Then the
column address is sent to the SDRAM, after which a delay equivalent to the CAS latency must be observed (two cycles). After the
appropriate delay, the first word of data appears on the SDRAM
data bus. Assuming that the SDRAM has a burst length of 16, it
sends out one word of data on each of the next 15 cycles.

3. Terminology
the core of our scheduling scheme,
Three
 functions
 , implement
 "!$#%&!  , and  (' !$#)!  . Before deriving

their implementations, we first define some terminology. Division
denotes integer division. References to vectors denote memory
vectors, unless otherwise stated.
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This example illustrates that when each word is accessed individually, a serial gather operation incurs a latency much larger than
that of a cacheline fill. Fortunately, the latency of such a gather can
be reduced by:



issuing addresses to SDRAMs in parallel to overlap several
RAS/CAS latencies for better throughput, and
hiding or avoiding latencies by re-ordering the sequence of
operations, and making good decisions on whether to close
rows or to keep them open.

To implement these optimizations, we need a method by which
each bank controller can determine the addresses of vector elements in its DRAM without sequentially expanding the entire vector. The remainder of this paper describes one such method. Using this algorithm, the PVA unit shown in Figure 1 parallelizes
scatter/gather operations by broadcasting a vector command to a
collection of bank controllers (BCs), each of which determines independently which elements of the vector (if any) reside in the
DRAM it manages. The primary advantage of our PVA over sim-
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where *:9 F ;I+J@E9 F ; , *9LK(;M+N@9 ; , etc.
 Let O be the number of memory banks, such that O,+NPHQ .
 Let  be the number of consecutive words of memory exported by each of the O banks, i.e., the bank interleave factor, such that R+6P S . We refer to these  consecutive
words as a block.
   TU&   returns the bank number for an ad
dress &  , andcan
be implemented by the bit-select oper V /$\( XW)H O .
ation
 Y  !Z#[! * takes a vector * and a bank \ and returns
\
either the index of the first element of * that hits in or a
value indicating that no elements hit.
  ' !Z#%! 18 returns an increment ] such that if a bank

:^ ]; .
holds *:9 ; , it also holds *9
 Let be the distance between a given bank \ and the bank

holding
+
 the_ vector’s
U *`7 Ebase
baNaddress,
\Y^ O *8W[7 . OThen
.
This
is impleW
mented as an bit unsigned subtraction that ignores under-

Figure 3 illustrates what happens when a simple vector unit
uses the same memory system to gather a memory vector with a
large stride. In this case, we assume that the desired vector elements are spread evenly across the eight banks. As will be shown
in Section 4, the distribution across banks is dependent on the
vector stride. To load the vector, the memory system first determines the address for the next element. It performs a RAS and
CAS, as above, and after the appropriate delay, the data appears
on the SDRAM data bus. The controller then generates the next
element’s address by adding the stride to the current address, and
repeats this operation sequence until the entire memory vector has
been read.
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Vectors are represented by the tuple
,
where
is the base address,
is the sequence stride,
and
is the sequence length.

c \
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 Let f be the block offset of V’s first element, thus fg+
*87 ?W)  .
 Let c:f be the difference in offset within their respective
^
blocks between any two consecutive elements *9 ; and *9 

E
1
h
W

)
W
H
K ; , i.e., chfE+ *i7
jO
 . The elements may
reside within the same block if the stride is small compared
to  , or they may reside in separate blocks on different


flow.

Let
represent the number of banks skipped between any
two consecutive elements
and
.
.

banks.

4.

Basic PVA Design

is the number of

chf

Whenever the running sum of the
s reaches N, the
bank as calculated by Cases 1 and 2.1 needs to be incremented. This increment can cause the calculation
to shift between multiple cyclic sequences.

 (!Z#[&!  
*k+?- /l12/43>5

This section describes a PVA Bank Controller design and a recursive
algorithm for block interleaving schemes. To
perform a vector gather, the VCU issues a vector command of the
form
on the vector bus. In response, each BC
performs the following operations:

 /$\ , where \
1. Compute :+6  !Z#%&! *

^  8* 7 3|a K  o )
f N
c fEA

Case 2.2:

+ B

The following examples illustrate the more interesting cases for
and
.

O+nG

 +NF 1 +JG

3 +>K
f_+JF / chf_+JF / c \ N
+ P / . /$BX/ / /
F P  F
P /$B/   / 7 7(7 1
3 B
4. While the end of the vector has not been reached, do:
2. Let +NF , +J , and + / .
/ c \ +NP .

This is Case 2.1, with f_/ +J/$F BC/ c:f_+>K
.
(a) Access the memory location @
This vector hits banks F P
.
 _+J@ m  ^ *87 1%o ] .

1
3
(b) Compute the next @
3. Let +NF , +J , and +>/ KF .
/ c \ +NP .
This is Case 2.2, with f_+JF c:f_+>K



Note that when the cumulative effect of chf / exceeds
 ,
The key to performing these operations quickly is an efficient   !$#[&!
/$BC/  to the
there is a shift from the initial sequence of F P
algorithm.
/4DX/"/l . For some values of  , 1 and 3 , the
sequence K

$
/

\

banks hit by the vector may cycle through several such se4.1   !Z#%&! *
Functionality
quences or may have multiple sequences interleaved. It is
this case that complicates the definition of the   !Z#%&!
 /4\ 
To build intuition behind the operation of the Ym"!Z#%! *
this BC’s bank. If there is no hit, break.
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2. Compute ]_+J
m +n*i7 J^ *`7 1%o  .
3. Compute @

calculation, we break it into three cases, and then illustrate these
with examples.
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:((  UU *i7 + q \ and chf_+JF
Case 1:
When the vector stride is an integer multiple of  , the vector
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Hence, when chfN+xF , the implementation of Ym"!Z#%! *
Case 0:
In this case,

takes one of two forms:
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A
Case 1.1: *87
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Case 2.1: f
In this case the c)fm never sum to N. So the sequence
of banks in Case 2.1 is the same as for case 1 /$and
we
\ and
may ignore the effect of c:f on YH !$#[! *
use the same procedure as in Case 1.

1. Let
,
, and
.
This is Case 1, with
This vector hits the repeating sequence of banks

algorithm.

4.2

!p#%&!  * /$\(

Derivation of m

YH(!Z#[! 

In this section we use the insights from the case-by-case examination of
to derive a generic algorithm for all
cases. Figure 4 provides a graphical analogy to lend intuition to
the derivation. Figure 4(a) depicts the address space as if it were a
number line. The bank that a set of consecutive words belong to
appears below the address line as a gray rectangle. The banks rewords. Figure 4(b) shows a section of the address
peat after
line along with a vector with base address and stride .
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Let
. Bank access patterns with strides
over
are equivalent to this factored stride. The figure therefore shows as an impulse train of period . The first impulse
starts at offset from the edge of the bank containing , denoted
here by . The bank hit next is denoted by . Note that is not
the same as bank 0, but is the bank to which address decodes.
Also, note that is not necessarily the bank succeeding bank ,
but is the bank to which
happens to decode.
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The problem of
is that of finding the integral
period of the impulse train during which the impulse is within a
block of words belonging to bank . The difference in the periodicities of the banks and the impulse train may cause the train to
pass bank several times before it actually enters a block of words
belonging to . For values of less than , then the problem can
on
be solved trivially by dividing the distance between and
the address line by , but when
, the problem becomes
more difficult. Our algorithm splits the original problem into similar subproblems with smaller and smaller values for , ,
,
until we reach a value
. At this point, we solve the inequation trivially, and we propagate the values up to the larger sub-
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Inequality (3) is satisfied if

S0 =
∆ b * N + ∆θ
V[0]
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V[1]
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V[k]

Therefore, since
by inequality (5), inequality (3) must
using the simplified inequality
be true. We can now solve for
(4), and then we can use the value of
to solve for . In other
or
words, after solving for , we set
, and one of these two values will satisfy (2).
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problems. This process continues until we have solved the original
problem.

U

Furthering the analogy, let
be the impulse train’s least integral period during which it enters a region belonging to bank
after passing by bank ,
times without hitting that bank. Thus
is the least and
the greatest integer of its kind. The position
of the impulse on its th interval will be
. The relative distance between it and the beginning of a block belonging to
bank after allowing for the fact that the impulse train passed by
times and that the modulo distance between and is
is
. For a hit to happen, this distance
should be less than N. Expressing this as an inequality, we get:
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Since we have two variables to solve for in one inequality, we need
to eliminate one. We solve for and one at a time. If
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(a) Address line
θ

(5)

(6)

Notice that (6) is of the same format as (1). At this point the same
algorithm can be recursively applied. Recursive application tersuch that
at steps (1)
minates whenever we have an
or (6). When the subproblem is solved, the value of the s may
be propagated back to solve the preceding subproblem, and so on
until the value of is finally obtained.
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¯
Since each ¿ © U¿&À  ´[¶  ¿À , the U¿ s reduce monotonically. The algorithm will therefore always terminate when there is
a hit. A simpler version of this algorithm with ¨j©Á can be used
for %ÂÃ Z%&( .
4.3

Efficiency

YÄ "$%& 

The recursive nature of the
algorithm derived above
is not an impediment to hardware implementation, since the algorithm terminates at the second level for most inputs corresponding
to memory systems with reasonable values of and . The recursion can be unraveled by replicating the data path, which is
equivalent to “unrolling” the algorithm once.

£

Unfortunately, this algorithm is not suitable for a fast hardware
implementation because it contains several division and modulo
operations by numbers that may not be powers of two. The problem arises from Case 2, above, when vector strides are not integer
multiples of the block width . Since this straightforward, analytical solution for
does not yield a low latency implementation for cache-line interleaved memories, i.e., with
,
we now transform the problem to one that can be implemented in
fast hardware at a reasonable cost.
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5. Improved PVA Design

  Z%&(

We can convert all possible cases of
to either of
the two simple cases from Section 4.1 by changing the way we
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Figure 6. Logical View of Memory
view memory. Assume that memory is physical divided into two
and
), as
eight-word wide banks of SDRAM (i.e.,
illustrated in Figure 5. Recall that it is difficult for each bank to
quickly calculate
when the stride of a given vector is
not an integer multiple of (and thus
is non-zero).
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If, instead, we treat this memory system as if it had sixteen
one-word wide banks (i.e.,
and
), then
will
is the change in block
always be zero. To see this, recall that
offset between each vector element and its predecessor. If, however, every block is only one-word wide, then each vector element
must start at the same offset (zero) in each block. Thus, if we
treat the memory system as if it were composed of many wordinterleaved banks, we eliminate the tricky Case 2 from the algorithm derived in Section 4.1. Figure 6 illustrates this logical view
of the memory system. In general, a memory system composed
of
banks of memory each
words wide can be treated as a
logicalVmemory
system
composed
of
logical banks (denoted
UXWVY[Z ), each one-word wide.
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We can now simplify the
algorithm, and the resulting hardware, by giving each logical bank its own
logic, which need only handle Case 0 and Case 1 from Section 4.1
(since
when
). This logical transformation requires
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We now derive improved algorithms for
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us to build
copies of the
logic, whereas we required only
copies in our initial design, but the
logic required in this case is much simpler. Our empirical observation is that the size of the
copies of the simplified
logic is comparable to that of the
copies of the initial design’s
logic.
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Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 let us derive extremely efficient algorithms for
and
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6. Implementation Strategies for }{h}{a
and }{a

\
1
Using
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 and given , O , *87 mod O , and

T
[
W
*87
O as inputs, each Bank Controller can independently determine the sub-vector elements for which it is responsible. Several options exist for implementing  (!p#%&! in hardware; which
makes most sense depends on the parameters of the memory organization. Note that the values of j k can be calculated in advance
for every legal combination of ,
, and
.
If
is sufficiently small, an efficient PLA (programmable logic
array) implementation could take
and
as
inputs and return j k . Larger configurations could use a PLA that
takes and returns the corresponding j
value, and then mulby a small integer to generate jlk . Block-interleaved
tiply j
systems with small interleave factor
could use
copies of
the
logic (with either of the above organizations), or
could include one instance of the
logic to compute
jlk for the first hit within the block, and then use an adder to generate each subsequent j k . The various designs trade hardware
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space for lower latency and greater parallelism.
can
Z ^
be implemented
using a small PLA that takes S as input and returns
(i.e., ). Optionally, this value may be encoded as part
of the
PLA. In general, most of the variables used to
explain the functional operation of these components will never
be calculated explicitly; instead, their values will be compiled into
the circuitry in the form of lookup tables.
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and 
!p#%&! , the BC for bank performs the following opera-

*

\

use a PLA to compute the index of the first element of that hits
in , the complexity of the PLA grows as the square of the number
of banks. This limits the effective size of such a design to around
16 banks. For systems with a small number of banks interleaved
at block-size , replicating the
logic times in each
BC is optimal. For very large memory systems, regardless of their
interleaving factor, it is best to implement a PLA that generates
j and to add a small amount of logic to then calculate j k . Complexity of the PLA in this design increases approximately linearly
with the number of banks. The remaining hardware is unchanged.
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tions (concurrently, where possible):

\( +  H UU *i7 E via a simple bit-select
1. Calculate
operation.
(' !Z#[&! 1i +J]_+nP Q Z ^ via a PLA lookup.
2. Find 
t\a.\   W)H O via an integer subtraction3. Calculate +
without-underflow operation.

P^



4. Determine whether or not is a multiple of
via a table
lookup. If it is, return the j
or j k value corresponding to
stride
. If not, return a “no hit” value, to indicate that
does not contain any elements of .

*87 1
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 /$\( can either be
contains elements of * , m !p#%! *
determined via the PLA
step or be
 o  XWhHin P theQ Z previous
 lookup
^ . In the latter
computed from j
as j
case,
W a  bits
this¯oª
only
involves
selecting
the
least
significant
& V6 $ . If 1 is a power of two, this is simply a shiftof
j

\
5. If

and mask. For other strides, this requires a small integer
multiply and mask.

  _ +N*87 J^ *87 1%o  "!$#%&!  * /Z\ .
X T+ X  ^
7. Repeatedly
and issue the address
 *87 1²&Wkcalculate
a  $ using
a shift and add.

6. Issue the address

7.

Scaling Memory System Capacity

O



To scale the vector memory system, we hold
and
fixed
while adding DRAM chips to extend the physical address space.
This may be done in several ways. One method would use a Bank
Controller for each slot where memory could be added. All BCs
corresponding to the same physical bank number would operate
in parallel and would be identical. Simple address decoding logic
would be used along with the address generated by the BC to enable the memory’s chip select signal only when the address issued
resides in that particular memory. Another method would use a
single BC for multiple slots, but maintain different current-row
registers to track the hot rows inside the different chips forming a
single physical bank.

7.2

Scaling the Number of Banks
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Interaction with the Paging Scheme

The opportunity to do parallel fetches for long vectors exists
only when a significant part of the vector is contiguous in physical memory. Optimal performance requires each frequently accessed, large data structure to fit within one superpage, in which
case the memory controller can issue vector operations that are
long enough to gather/scatter a whole cache line on the vector bus.
If the structure cannot reside in one superpage, then the memory
controller can split a single vector operation into multiple operations such that each sub-vector resides in a single superpage. For a
given vector , the memory controller could find the page offset of
and divide it by
to determine the number of elements in
the page, after which it would issue a single vector bus operation
for those elements. Unfortunately, the division required for this
exact solution is expensive in hardware. A more reasonable approach is to compute a lower bound on the number of elements in
the page and issue a vector bus operation for that many elements.
We can calculate this bound by rounding the stride up to the next
power of two and using this to compute a minimum number of elements residing between the first element in the vector and the end
of the (super)page. This converts an integer division to a shift.

*87 

*

*87 1

8. Related Work

Some Practical Issues

This section discusses issues of scaling the PVA memory system and interactions with virtual memory.

7.1

7.3

The ability to scale the PVA unit to a large number of banks
. For systems that
depends on the implementation of

In this section we limit our discussion to related work that pertains to vector accesses, and especially to loading vector data from
DRAM. In his studies of compile-time memory optimizations for
streams, Moyer defines access scheduling as those techniques that
reduce load/store interlock delay by overlapping computation with
memory latency [14]. In contrast, Moyer defines access ordering
to be any technique that changes the order of memory requests to
increase memory system performance. He develops compiler algorithms that unroll loops and group accesses within each stream
to amortize the cost of each DRAM page miss over several references to that page [14].
The Stream Memory Controller built at the University of Virginia extends Moyer’s work to implement access ordering in hardware dynamically at run time [13]. The SMC reorders stream
accesses to avoid bank conflicts and bus turnarounds, and to exploit locality of reference within the row buffers of fast-page mode
DRAM components. The simple reordering scheme used in this
proof-of-concept serial, gathering memory controller targets a system with only two interleaved banks, and thus the SMC as implemented cannot fully exploit the parallelism in a system with many
banks. Like the SMC, our PVA unit strives to exploit bank parallelism and locality of reference while avoiding bus turnaround
delays, but it does so via very different mechanisms.

A few commercial memory controllers use prediction techniques
to attempt to manage DRAM resources intelligently. The Alpha
21174 memory controller implements a simple access scheduling mechanism for an environment in which nothing is known
about future access patterns (and all accesses are treated as random
cache-line fills) [17]. A four-bit predictor tracks whether accesses
hit or miss the most recent row in each row buffer, and the controller leaves a row open only when a hit is predicted. Similarly,
Rambus’s RMC2 memory controller attempts to provide optimal
channel bandwidth by using timing and logical constraints to determine when precharge cycles may be skipped [16].
Valero et al. propose efficient hardware to dynamically avoid
bank conflicts in vector processors by accessing vector elements
out of order. They analyze this system first for single vectors [18],
and then extend the work for multiple vectors [15]. del Corral
and Llaberia analyze a related hardware scheme for avoiding bank
conflicts among multiple vectors in complex memory systems [8].
These access-scheduling schemes focus on memory systems composed of SRAM components (with uniform access time), and thus
they do not address precharge delays and open-row policies.
Corbal et al. extend these hardware vector access designs to a
Command Vector Memory System [6] (CVMS) for out-of-order
vector processors with SDRAM memories. The CVMS exploits
parallelism and locality of reference to improve the effective bandwidth for vector accesses from out-of-order vector processors with
dual-banked SDRAM memories. Rather than sending individual
requests to specific devices, the CVMS broadcasts commands requesting multiple independent words, a design idea that we adopted.
Section controllers receive the broadcasts, compute subcommands
for the portion of the data for which they are responsible, and
then issue the addresses to the memory chips under their control.
The memory subsystem orders requests to each dual-banked device, attempting to overlap precharge operations to each internal
SDRAM bank with access operations to the other. Simulation results demonstrate performance improvements of 15% to 54% compared to a serial memory controller. At the behavioral level, our
bank controllers resemble CVMS section controllers, but the specific hardware design and parallel access algorithm is substantially
different. For instance, Corbal et al. state that for strides that are
not powers of two, 15 memory cycles are required to generate the
subcommands[6]. In contrast, the PVA requires at most five memory cycles to generate subcommands for strides that are not powers
of two. Further architectural differences are discussed in our other
reports [12, 11].
Hsu and Smith study interleaving schemes for page-mode DRAM
memory in vector machines [10]. They demonstrate the benefits of exploiting spatial locality within dynamic memory components, finding that cache-line interleaving and block-interleaving
are superior to low-order interleaving for many vector applications. In their experiments, cache-line interleaving performances
nearly identically to block-interleaving for a moderate number of
banks (16-64), beyond which block-interleaving performs better.
Unfortunately, block interleaving complicates address arithmetic.
It’s possible that low-order interleaving could outperform block
interleaving when combined with access ordering and scheduling
techniques, but we have not yet tested this hypothesis.

Generating communication sets and local addresses on individual nodes involved in a parallel computation represents a more
complicated version of the PVA problem of identifying which elements reside where within a bank. Chatterjee
al. demonstrate
c et for
an HPF array storage scheme with a 
which local
address generation can be characterized by a finite state machine
with at most states, and they present fast algorithms for computing these state machines [4]. Their algorithms are implemented in
software, and thus can afford to be much more complex than those
implemented in the PVA. Nonetheless, their experimental results
demonstrate that their FSM solution requires acceptable preprocessing time and exhibits little run-time overhead.
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9. Conclusion
This paper presents the mathematical foundations for a Parallel
Vector Access that can efficiently gather sparse data from a banked
SDRAM memory system. Earlier performance evaluations [12]
showed that the resulting PVA design gathers sparse vectors up
to 32.8 times faster than a conventional memory system and 3.3
times faster than a pipelined vector unit, without affecting the performance of normal cache-line fills.
More specifically, we have presented a series of algorithms
that allow independent SDRAM bank controllers to determine in
a small number of cycles which elements (if any) from a basestride vector reside in their bank. These algorithms do not require
a serial expansion of the vector into its component units, and can
be efficiently implemented in hardware. We showed that treating each bank of SDRAM as if it were logically an array of oneword wide SDRAM banks greatly simplifies the algorithm, which
in turn simplifies and improves the performance of the hardware
used to implement it.
We are extending our PVA work in a number of ways. We are
refining our implementation model and evaluating it in a detailed
architecture-level simulator to determine its impact on large applications. We are extending its design to handle vector-indirect
scatter-gather operations, in addition to base-stride operations. Finally, we are investigating the potential value of vector scattergather support in the context of emerging multimedia instructions
sets (e.g., MMX).
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